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matters and provided me with the Hornsby Crime Manager's riame (Mick Banfield) for
. referral of this matter.
I indicated to Michael some confusion as the police had previously suggested to us that they
are interested in receiv:ing matters that do not reach a criminal threshold, yet his advice
appears to be different' to this. He indicated that in matters ofpossible internet grooming
they are happy to receive information· from us that they may use as intelligence at the very
least, however other matters belowthe 'crirriiri.al threshold would not be investigated by the
Squad.
·
· ·
··
·
.
· Consultation with Steve Kinmond:
I informeci Steve of the above an,q it was agreed that we peeded a clearer understanding about
what matters should be referred to police and when police will .and won't become involved,
as well as whether they do have an interest in proactive policing· as previously suggested to
us. Steve will be meeting with John K,erlatec next week and so will do so briefed ab_out the
above matter and anotherassqciatedmatter to esti;tblish clecrr guidelines about referrals to
police. and to obtaip an understanding about whether police will,or will not consider these
matters. ·It was _agr,eed that in cases vvhere we ·hold· Some cop.cem, at the very least we should
provide information under chapter l 6A so that the Squad can fully consider the information,.
make appropriate decisions~ahout it .andreferittothe.LACif appropriate. lindic_ated thata
prompt response abo.ut the current matters is essential given they are active cases that require
further investigation by the agencies.

(

Action:
1. Steve Kinmond to be provided with briefings on this matter and the other associated
matter (Van Linden) to discuss these. with John Kerlatec next week.
2. The progress of these matters to be determined post this meeting, d~pending on police
advice.
·
· ··
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Sue Phelan
Principal Investigator
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